Correlating cytoarchitecture and function in cat primary somatosensory cortex: the challenge of individual differences.
Principles of organization for the primary somatosensory cortex are generalizations derived by examining data obtained in different individuals. The manner in which these data are combined influences the conclusions derived. We found the line representing the widest anteroposterior distance across the sigmoid gyrus to be a useful reference in the cat somatosensory cortex for combining and comparing electrophysiological and cytoarchitectonic data from different individuals when we constructed cytoarchitectonic and functional maps of the bank of the medial ansate sulcus; maps prepared from combined data sets had boundaries similar to those found among individuals. Nevertheless, we argue that, for reasons inherent to the nature of the cerebral hemispheres and cortical maps, such references will never allow combinations of data capable of defining a unique high resolution prototypical map of individual body parts; the somatotopic order of body representations is, as are certain other attributes of somatosensory cortex, idiosyncratic. The genetic, developmental and use-dependent reasons for this situation are discussed.